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Contrary to muon catalyzed fusion ( ffCF) of the d+t reaction 

the process of dd~ -molecule formation is described rather simply by 

the Vesman resonance mechanism 111. Hence the accurate comparison of 

the experimental and theoretical data on the dd~ -molecule formation 

rate ( ~d.dj"-4.) is possible which allows one to determine with a high 
accuracy the energy of the weakly bound level (J = v = 1) in the 

dd~ -molecule and the contribution to this energy due to the vacuum 

polarization effects / 21. The present paper is devoted to the method 

ot extraction of physical parameters from the experimental data on 

the process of ftCF of d+d reaction. 
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The scheme ot the processes occuring when negative 
muona are stopped in deuterium. 

The s~heme of the processes occuring when negative muons are 

stopped in deuterium is given in the Figure.Muonic atoms dJ" are form

ed in two spin states: F1 = 3/2 with the probability 2/3 and F2 = 

1/2 with the probability 1/3. Between these spin states the transi

tions d~ (F1) + d - d(ll (F2) + d can occur with the rate of ,>.d. 
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Muonic molecules dd~ can be formed from each d~ -atom spin state 
with the rates of )-..312 and )... 112 • In the figure the process of the 
back decay of (dd~, d, 2e) complex is not shown. This process leads 
to some changes in d~ -atom spin states population. Taking it into 
account we shall consider A d as an effective value of the tran
sition rate 121. 

An important peculiarity of dd~ -molecule formation process is 
the dependence of ita rate on d~ -atom spin state IZI. It follows 
from paper ./Z/ that the value of >.312 and ),. 112 , especially the 
value of )... 312 at low temperatures, are very sensitive to the 
value of the energy level (J = v = 1) in the dd~ -system. 

The fusion reaction d+d occurs in the ddf -molecule. In most 
cases the muon is released in the reaction and forms a df -atom again. 
The probability of the muon sticking to the helium-3 nucleus is ~A= 
12% and the effective probability of the muon being lost in two 
channels of the fusion reaction is UJ ~ 7%131. From each of the 
spin states of the df -atom and dd~ -molecule the muon can decay 

\ -1 with the rate /\
0
= 0.455 f-18• 

In the experiment the yield and time distribution of the fusion 
reaction products are detected with the efficiency £.As is shown in 
papers /4-7/ in the general case the procedure of obtaining the ex
pressions for the time distributions of the detected events is ra
ther complicated, since one muon can initiate many cycles of fusion 
reaction and the registration efficiency is not equal to one ( £ .( 1). 
Some time ago we had suggested the effective way to simplify this 
procedure1~ 1Namely, to obtain the expression for the time distribution 
of the first detected events (dn1/dt) one should at first find a re
latively simple formula for the time distribution of all detected 
events (dN/dt) nnd then replace the parameter W bytf...=t:-+-W-Eu) in 
it. The expressions for the second, the third and etc.,events can be 
found by the sequent~al algorithm: 

.\[1:)= dn,.)dt = (1-w)f f •. ,("'-) .:f, (1:-x)dx. 
The formul8 for all detected events is usually obtained by 

theoreticians when kinetics concrete of f4CF process is considered. 
For ~CF of the d+d reaction this expression bas been obtained in 
paper 121 with an accuracy -v (I.)£, according to the authors state
ment *). When using this formula to obtain the expression for the 

•) An identical (from the mathematical point of view) task was con
sidered in /S/ to elucidate the question about the role of t~
atom thermalization process in the form of the time distribution 
of d+t reaction products. 
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experimental time distribution, especially for the case £ ·~ 1, the 

error due to this approximation should increase. That is why there 

is a task to obtain an accurate expression for the experimental time 

distribution dN/dt. 
Following the papers 12 , 91 we shall find the formula for all 

detected events in the form 

( 1 ) 

where n. 3/2 and n 1/2 are the relative populations of df-atom 

spin states with F1 = 3/2 and F2 • 1/2 ( n3
/ 2 (t=0) = 2/3 and n 1/ 2 

(t=O) = 1/3). The functions n 
3

/ 2, n 1/ 2 satisfy the following 

differential equation system (see the figure) 
. I 

dny\2./ di:: = -(>.o + >.4+ },31, )n31:~-+J-f3(1-wJ>-w. ny~ ,[o/3(!-w)J-,h. ... ).J]nx_<
2

) 

I 

dn,i~/dt= -( ~o • )..d + )-,h)n ,1,_, + 'fa (i-w) >.,1, n v,. [1f3(t-w) >-- 3h .. \!] ny,.. 
The solutions of system (2) are 

n31,. (t.)= aH exr(ti I:)+ a,\l.exp(p. c) 

n,,9.. (t) = a.H et p UH) + a~. I). ex p u~' t) . 
(3) 

The exponential factors are: !2. 1/'}..; 

6~=--(2.J-o+b+C)- [(b-C)- 'fd] , 

t~= _ (2>-.o+b+C) + [(b-C )2..- 4d] 'k, (4) 

where b, c, d are the followin~ combinations of parameters, 

b= )..~+ ljz,\3/:1, + 2f:;A3/~w, C· o/.3>-'(~· f3A'(i2-W+AJ., 
I 

d- (>-~ + 1/a>-.,1"- if<,)..,1zw)(9../3A3J:;,- -2/3A3jzw+)..,d. (5) 

Amplitudes (L LK are 

Q.H:: [!L/3(p,- CH)- I/3Ci'J,]/((7..-J'i), CL1~= 'J/3- O.Ji, 

a~~~ 0H.((7..-C1,)/CI~ , GL~t1= '/3- a,~IL, 

where CH= >-o+b, c1~; 2/oA,Jdi-w)+-.A~. 

(6) 

~he exact solution for the time distribution of all detected 

events may be pr~sented in the form 

cH//dt; =as exp(- A& -1:) + flsexp(->- 5-i::.), <7l 

where A>"' - J'1, >-s =- t:l. and 

fl~= >.3;:~,0." +.).,f2a2,, /Is~ >-y~a.,~·)..,;,.a.~... (8) 
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The yield of all detected events is 

As we have mentioned above the expression for the time distribution of 
the first detected events dn1/dt is obtained when the parameter 
W is replaced by E.+IJJ- E.W in the expression tor dN/dt. 

Now let us compare our results for the function dn1/dt with 
the approximate formulae from / 2 , 81. At first it is more convenient 
to do it on the assumption that inverse transitions 1/2-+ J/2 are 
absent (it corresponds to a real case for low temperatures T~ 100 K). 
It follows from papers 12, 81 that the expressions for r,. , As' tls 
correspond to the solutions of system .(2) in approximation W = 0: 

As-= 2-i3(>.Jf2 - >-•Jd()'d ·'/3>.,12 - '/3;\yJ/(>.J.. ·13>--Jf;. ·2/J>-,;;.J, 
~s = >.,hp'd •>--,t:L)I('A~+ 113?.,;;_ + :1/J >.J;:z,), C9l 

>--s = >-o • >-• + '!3>-Jf:L • l-jJ A'/;., . 
For the exponential factor of the slow component the following ex
pression is used in 12 , 81: 

).. = ).. + w ?Is s 0 ' ( 1 0) 

where ~S is determined from eq. (9) 
Accurate values of ).. 5 , A~ , A:; , fl.s were cal

0
cula ted 

using formulae (4-p). In the calculations the values ).d .. JO fL4B- 1 , ,o -1 \ -1 ( ) \0 -1 /')/2 = 4 r<s , ;"h = 0.05 f"S T ~ )~ K and /\ 112 ; 2 (iS 
(T ~ 250 K) were used. (As usual, :A,.c:== >'A f, where >.;< is norma-
lized to the liquid hydrogen density 4.25•1022 nucl/cm~ ~ is 
the relative deuterium density). Note that the results of comparing 
practically do not depend on f 

Calculations were done for the set of S values in the range 
£ "' 1-100%. It follows from the calculations, that for £,..., 1% 

the results obtained according to approximate formulae (9-10) are 
in agreement with the exact solutions within an accuracy of 1/~. 
When £ increases, the discrepancy becomes larger and for [ ~ 1 
it amounts 10-155G. AB an example the calculation results are given 
in table 1 for £, =0.5.As is seen. the discrepancy in //s values is 
equal to 5-fl%, and in the H~ /!Is ratio, from which the value of 

A.312 is e;(tracted, it is ~ 8%. One should bear in mind this fact 
when the ex~erimental data are compared with theoretical values of 
~dq~ obtained in ref. 121 (the results of comparison depend on~). 



At the next stage the inverse transitions F2 = 1/2 ~ F1 = J/2 
were accounted. According to ref. 121 their rate was taken to be 
)-!cl = J:A,j, where j = 2exp(-AE/kT), i'.E 0 0.045 eV._,Th• calculation 
results are presented in table 2 for .A 112 = 2(1( s, which corres-' _, ponds to the temperature T.:: 250K (for A 1{1J., = 0.05 ~s at T et )OK J = 0). It follows from the data of table 2 that the comparison 

' results are qualitatively the same as for Ad= 0 ·- again the mean-
ings of the tls/fls ratio differ by ~ 10%. 

Table 1. The parameterS of time distributions of the first 
detected events of d+d fusion reaction. The values 

0 

)-1 /2 

o.os 

2 

Table 

0 

>-,12. 

,o _, \0 _, ,, c 
l'd=30f1s, /'-3/2=4 r•• T = 0.33, W = 0,07 and v =0.5 
were used. The rate of the inverse transitions 
F2=1 /2 ~ F1 =3/2 is assumed to be zero 

The values of the parameters of function ('j.) 

According to ref. 12,BI 
As 0.0180 

;... 0.465 

At 0.876 

At 10.90 

As o.693 

>-. 0.823 

'"t 0.423 

>.t 11.23 

2. The same as in table 1 but with 
inverse transitions 1/2 -3/2 

The parameters of function (7) 

According to ref. /2/ 

As 0.798 

:>-. 0.882 

Af 0.)12 

At 1).46 

Present paper 
o. 0165 

0.464 
0.877 

11.)7 

0.665 
0.818 

0.445 
11. 56 

allowance to the 

in f"S 
-1 

Present paper 
0.777 
0.876 
0.333 

13.63 

To check the calculation algorithm the Monte-Carlo computer 
code developed to simulate the processes caused by negative muons 
in deuterium. Using this code the time distributions of the d+d 
reaction events, consecutively detected with an efficiency £ 
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were stored. The parameters of these distributions were found by the 

least squares analysis. For the first detected events the expression 

(7) was used in the analysis. The results of this analysis are pre-,c _, ,. _, 
sented in table 3 for l'd=30 ~·· /'J/2=4 ~·· T=300K, u) = 0.07, 

f =0. 33, £ =0•9• The va1ue of ~ 112 was deliberately \Ulderestimat

ed comparing with the theoretically expected one for T=300K to enhance 

the role of inverse transitions. One can see from the table, that the 

Monte-Carlo results are in satisfactory agreement with the calcula

tions based on formulae (4-8). 

Table 3. The comparison of the calculated parameters of the 

expression dn1/dt = E. (A
5
exp(- )._ftl+A

6
exp(- )-

6
t) for 

the first detected events of the d+d fusion reaction 

according to formula (4-8) and those found from the 

analysis of distribution obtained by the Monte-Carlo 
0 -t \0 0 -i 

Parameters 

As 

>-. 
At 

:>-r 

code. The values >' d=30 1'1•• 1'3; 2=4 I"•• )._ 1 ; 2 =1 ~·· 
if o:::o.:n, W =0.07, E. =0·9 and T=JOOK were used 

According to formula Obtained by the 
(4-8) Monte-Carlo code 

0.541 0.539(1) 

0.961 0·957(2) 

0.458 0.454 (6) 

14.61 14.48(28) 

Conclusions 
1. Exact expressions have been obtained for the parameters of 

time distributions of the d+d fusion reaction events detected with 

an efficiency £ .( 1. 
2. The use of expressions obtained in ref. 12,81 for the para

meters of the time distribution of all detected events with replace

ment W-+ t, '+"oJ ~ (,u) is shown to lead to a 5-10% error i.n the values 

of )... 312 , ).. 112 extracted from the analysis of this distribution. 

3. When comparing the experimental data with theory one should 

take into account that the values of).._ ddf4 (T) are correct with an 

accuracy of 1% only for the small values of detection efficiency. 

Therefore one should correct the conclusion of ret. 121 about the opti

mum value of the energy level in the dd("( -system. 

The author is indebted to P.Kammel for fruitful discussions. 
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